Abstract: alexander akulov. Prefixation Ability Index (PAI) as a powerful typological tool of historical linguistics. The Poznań Society for the Advancement of Arts and Sciences, At present there are many odd hypotheses about the genetic affiliation of certain languages. Most such hypotheses are invented without any serious examination of the structural differences between the languages being compared. The PAI method was inspired by ideas of A. P. Volodin, who noticed that there were two types of languages, one type has prefixation and the other does not. Actually, there is no sharp divide between the two types, it is more precise to use a coefficient (i.e. PAI) rather than simply ask "does a language allow prefixation?" The PAI theory supposed there was correlation between values of PAI of genetically related languages. Tests of PAI on the material of well assembled stocks prove that such correlations exist. Being applied to Ainu and to languages that are possibly supposed to be related to it. The PAI shows that Ainu that is not related to either Altaic or Nivkh, while a search for relatives of Ainu to the south shows potential. Also PAI can be useful in the case of other unsettled questions of language affiliation in North America, New Guinea, Southeast Asia, Africa and other places.
Introduction to the problem
As my main sphere of interest is the Ainu language I am also interested in possible genetic relationships of Ainu. However, all the works on the subject that I have examined (Mudrak 2013; Murayama 1993; Patrie 1982; Vovin 1993 et al.) give the impression of having been written by people who have not actually learned the basics of linguistics well, i.e.: they do not appear to realize that language is first of all structure and not a simple heap of lexemes. By taking a randomly selected set of Ainu lexemes and some look-alike lexemes from some other language and comparing them authors of such works state that Ainu and X language are related (or seem to be related) and almost no attention is paid to structures. (Due to its unsettled genetic position Ainu is one of most popular objects of perfunctory and amateurish "hypotheses".) The oddest fact is that using almost the same methods different scholars have come to completely different conclusions: Murayama Shichirō states Ainu is related to Austronesian; Alexander Vovin states it is related to Mon-Khmer; Hattori Shirō and James Patrie Doi 10. 1515/linpo-2015-0001 a r t i c l e s state Ainu is related to Altaic; and oleg Mudrak believs Ainu is related to the Nivkh, Itelmen and Chukchi-Koryak languages and so on. Some characteristic examples are shown below:
Vovin in his "A reconstruction of Proto-Ainu" makes a reconstruction of Ainu, then compares it with different stocks of Southeast Asia and finally states that Ainu seems to be a distant relative of Proto-Mon-Khmer (Proto-Austro-Asiatic in his terms).
"Items on the left are from PA 1 and those on the right are from PAA: 2 *paar=aC=sE -*par 'to fly' *prAA -*pāŋ 'mouth' *ra 'down' -*k=ram 'under', 'beneath', 'below' *rAm 'soul', 'heart', 'mind' -*k=lɔm 'heart' *rayonti -*rayōŋ 'rainbow' (Vovin 1993: 169) Followers of the megalocomparison 3 approach always say that they compare lexis, find regular phonetic correlations, and those correlations inidcate the relationships between languages. It is possible that I am very unusual, but I do not see any regularity in these examples. in one example *p of PA correlates with PAA *p in another example pa *pr correlates with PAA *p; in one example *r of PA correlates with PAA *r, in other examples with PAA *kr and *kl. If these are called 'regular correlations' then it is possible to prove relationships between any two randomly chosen languages" (Nonno 2015: 44) .
Hattori proves the Altaic origin of Ainu through the following examples:
"Ainu: kur: kur -'shadow', niskur -'cloud', (nis -'sky', kur -'darkness'), kunne -'black' (kur 'darkness' + ne 'to be'), ekurok -'dark'; Japanese: kur: kurashi -'dark', kuru -'darkness', kuro -'black', kumo -'cloud'; Korean: kurum -'cloud', kurim -'soot', kerim -'soot', kurimcha -'shadow'; Tungusic: kurunük -'soot', komnomo -'black'; Mongol: kara -'black', küreng -'brown'; Turkish: kurim -'soot', kara -'black' (Majewicz 1984: 89) How it can be that using almost the same methodology they have come to such radically different conclusions? due to this I have been considering this so called trend of megalocomparison with a high degree of skepticism; it seems there is no accurate methodology in it except for the idea: "the artist sees so". using that method I can, for instance, prove that Japanese is related to Cantonese: boku, the Japanese personal pronoun 'I' used by males is a borrowing from Southern Chinese buk 'servant', 'I' as well as o-taku 'your family', 'your house' or 'your husband' that originated from Southern Chinese form zaak 'house' or, for instance, san 'three' that originates from southern chinese sam and so on. If there were no other languages of the so-called Buyeo stock and no other languages of Chinese origin remained there would be no way to single those words out as borrowings since they have same regular and wide use as words of Japanese origin.
In the case of Japanese and Cantonese, their history and the history of the Buyeo and Chinese stocks is rather well known and there is much firm evidence that Japanese is not related to the Chinese stock. But what can be done when dealing with much more isolated languages/stocks whose history is almost unknown is less clear.
It was Swadesh who warned that comparisons of vocabularies alone cannot be taken as proof of the genetic relationship between languages and some other methods should be used, i.e.: the analysis of structures. Swadesh's method is the estimation of the approximate time of divergence of languages which have been already proven to be related. However his warning is forgotten and it can be seen that lexicostatistics is a widely spread method as a completely relevant method of comparative linguistics. of course, it is much easier to take a dictionary compiled by someone else and chose some "look alike" words in it than to study grammar and structures; that fact explains the widespread nature of such methodology.
Structure is something like bottle while lexicon is the liquid inside it. Wine, water, gasoline or even sand can be put into the bottle but the bottle always retains the form of a bottle. Because of this should the most attention should be paid to structures in linguistic investigations and especially when dealing with questions of genetic relationships. To those who think structures are not important element and lexicon is much more important the following example can be given:
Bā he no rūto wo gugutte, purinto shita. 'Having googled the route to the bar I printed it'.
What makes this phrase Japanese? Is it the "Japanese" words bā 'bar', rūto 'route', purinto 'print' or, may be, verb guguru 'to google'? one can probably say that this example is very unusual since it was made without so called 'basic lexicon'. However, it should be noted that the basic lexicon is not of chief importance since it should be kept in mind that it was Swadesh himself who warned against the use of lexis as base for establishing genetic relations. Also, as was shown above (in the case of Japanese and Cantonese), borrowings can be even found even in the 'basic lexicon'.
Moreover, it should be noted that there is actually no such thing as 'basic lexicon' since every local set of languages has its own basic lexicon and even items of that lexicon are actually determined by certain cultural factors (Hoijer 1956) .
From what has been stated so far, it can be seen that comparative linguistics has not yet elaborated a real scientific precise methodology since existing methodologies allow different scholars to make completely different contradictory conclusions. Also there are no truly objective methods of testing results being offered.
I see the root of the problem in the fact that completely insufficient attention is paid to structural issues. What is saddest is that even opponents of megalocomparison have also based their research on the comparison of lexemes: even when they consider certain morphemes they actually make the same comparison of words and no attention is paid to the fact that any morpheme is a system of three components: meaning, position and material exponent and that meaning and position are of same or probably of higher importance than the material part. Typology is considered as a rather useless glass bead game to satisfy interest while comparative linguistics has actually little relationship to typology and seems to make its statements with help of some magic spells.
As far as language is first of all system of distributions, and not a pile of lexemes, structural issues should be the basis for any linguistic questions and especially questions of possible genetic relationships. Methodology of comparative linguistics should be based on structural issues only while methodology based on the comparison of lexeis should be abandoned since it has been shown that it can lead to completely different results that are determined by an author's wishes only and in most cases it gives birth to weird and perfunctory "hypotheses" that are not seriously discussed and proven but simply presented to the public for acceptance.
Among structural features one of the most important is the linear model of word forms. The linear model of word forms is a very conservative parameter and is not influenced by contact (Volodin 1997c) . For this reason, parameters based on the linear model of word form can be very useful tools when speak of possible genetic relationships between certain languages. one such parameter, namely the Prefixation Index, is presented in this article.
Prefixation Ability Index hypothesis

Background of the Prefixation
Ability Index hypothesis a. p. Volodin points out that paleosiberian languages 4 can be subdivided into two sets by the parameter of prefixation and its absence or presence: one group has prefixation and one does not. The first group consists of Ainu, Yeniseian and the Chukchi-Kamchatka languages; the second group consists of Eskimo-Aleut languages and the Yukaghir language (Volodin 1997c: 9) .
After Volodin, the first set is conventionally named the "set following the American linear model of word forms"
5
, its linear model of word forms originally was represented as:
(p) + (r) + r + (s); the second set is conventionally named "set following the Altaic linear model of word forms"
6 , its linear model of word form structure originally was thought to be as follows: (r) + r + (s); p -prefix, s -suffix, r -main root, r -incorporated root; brackets mean that the element can be absent or that in a particular word form can be represented by more than one item. These are linear model of two types according to Volodin. Volodin supposed that languages belonging to the same set had certain structural similarities. He also supposed that typological similarities could probably hint at possible routes of ethnic migrations and therefore possible genetic relationships.
From Volodin's ideas to the Prefixation Ability Index hypothesis
Being aware of Volodin's idea about two types of linear models of word forms, for quite a long time I thought that there was a pretty strict division between languages that have prefixation and those that do not. For instance, I seriously thought that Japanese had no prefixes and tried to consider all prefixes of Japanese as variations of certain roots, i.e. as components of composites; until one day I finally realized that so called "variations" of roots actually could never be placed in nuclear position and so they all should be considered as true prefixes, so a strict dichotomy does not exist and I had to elaborate a new theory.
As far as any language actually has some capacity for prefixation so there is no strict border between "languages with prefixation" and "languages without prefixation" and ideas of subdividing all existing languages into two sets that have no intersection should be give up.
Hence thereupon, linear model of word forms have the following structures: In this particular case, capital letters mean that this parameter is well developed in languages of that type. Thereby, there is no principal structural difference between languages of the "American" type or "Altaic" types, the difference is one of degree of manifestation of certain parameters and so, in order for our conclusion to not be speculative, we should speak of the degree of prefixation producing ability / prefixation ability degree / prefixation ability index, i.e. of certain measure of prefixation.
I suppose that each language has its own ability to produce prefixation and that this ability does not change seriously during all stages of its history.
Also I suppose that prefixation ability manifests itself in any circumstances, i.e., by any means: by means of original morphemes existing in a certain language or by borrowed morphemes. If a language has a certain prefixation ability it will be shown.
That is why I do not make difference between original and loaned affixes. Also for current consideration is not of principal importance whether this or that affix is derivative or relative: if we take into account relative affixes only then, for instance, Japanese is a language without prefixes.
That is why we should define prefixes not by their derivative or relative meanings but by their positions inside the word form: a prefix is any morpheme that can be placed only left from the nuclear position and can never be placed in nuclear and between this morpheme and nuclear root no meaningful morpheme with its clitics can occur (i.e. between the nuclear root and prefix no meaningful morpheme with its auxiliary morphemes can be placed). It should be oted that there are no so called semi-prefixes. If a morpheme can be placed in nuclear position it is a meaningful morpheme and any combinations with it should be considered to be compounds.
As was said above: it is supposed that each language has its own prefixation ability index that remains about the same during the entire history of the language, hence, it can also be supposed that languages that are thought to be related should have quite similar values of Prefixation Ability Index.
Prefixation Ability Index (PAI) calculation algorithm
How can the Prefixation Ability Index (hereinafter PAI) be measured? The value of the PAI correlates with the proportion of prefixes among the affixes of a language.
ALEXANdEr AKuLoV Hence, in order to estimate the proportion/percentage of prefixes of a certain language we should do the following: 1) Count the total number of prefixes; 2) Count the total number of affixes; 3) Calculate the ratio of the total number of prefixes to the total number of affixes.
Why is it important to count total number of prefixes and then calculate the ratio to the total number of affixes but not to estimate PAI by frequency of prefix forms in a random text? A certain language can have quite high value of PAI but in a particular text word forms with prefixes can occur at a low frequency. our task is to estimate the proportion of prefixes in grammar but not the proportion of prefixes found in a random text. The prefixes/World index 7 estimated by Greenberg was the estimation of prefix frequency in a text. of course, that index can give some general notion of the prefixation ability of a language, though it is extremely rough and inaccurate since in a randomly chosen text there can be very few words with prefixes: the longer a text is the more precise the conclusion is but the chance of error in such calculations still remains very high; while in counting all existing affixes of a certain language, the potential for error is extremely low and even if occasionally some affixes are missed it does not seriously influence the results. Moreover it should be noted that despite Greenberg's groundbreaking work on typology he did not actually use those results in his research; he was an adept of megalocomparison and made his conclusions based on "mass comparison" of lexeis rather than on structural correlations; his typology was a "glass bead game" and was separate from his actual field of studies.
To those who think, that it is impossible to estimate number of morphemes since living languages always change, it should be noted that living languages do not create new morphemes every day, especially grammatical morphemes. The fact that in learning a language it is possible to use descriptions of its grammar written decades previously is the best proof that grammar exists at a very conservative level of any language. Hence, it is possible to estimate the total number of affixes of a living language as far as a description where all stable forms are represented can be obtained.
And there is no need to concern oneself with what might exist in a certain language in the future, i.e. the current stage of a living language should be considered and not possible future stages since they simply do not yet exist.
As for possibility of counting, it should be noted that even the set of words is a countable finite set while the set of morphemes and especially grammatical morphemes is a finite set and its cardinality is obviously much less than the set of words.
In order to show the possibility of counting and to explain the whole procedure some examples will be given: (Krupa 1979 was used to count the PAI of Hawaiian)
PAI of Hawaiian
Prefixes:
1. hā--modifies the meaning of a root: 'ula -'red'/'brown'; hā'ula'ula -'reddish'/'pink'; 2. ho'o-/hō--causative; 3. kī--modifies the meaning of a root: ohu 'fog', kī'ohu'ohu 'foggy place'; 4. mā--modifies the meaning of a root: ewa 'fickle', māewa 'fluctuating'; 5. pā--forms distributive values in numerals: lima 'five', pālima 'by five'; 6. pe/pē--forms the comparative meaning of directional pronouns: nei 'that', pēnei 'like that'; 7. pō--modifies the meaning of a root: maika'i 'to be fine', pōmaika'i 'happy'; 8. u--verb pluralizer: haele 'to go (sg.)', uhaele 'to go (pl.)'; 9. ū--modifies the meaning of a root: kele 'watery' / 'cloudy', ūkele 'muddy'
Suffixes: 1 -a/-hia/-lia/-mia/-nia/-na -passive voice marker 2 -na -nominalizer
Hence, the total number of prefixes of Hawaiian is 9; the total number of affixes is 11. The PAI of Hawaiian is 9/11 that is about 0.82. 
PAI of Maori
Suffixes:
1. -a -stem forming suffix; 2. -hi/-ki/-mi/-i -stem forming suffix; 3. -hia/-kia/-mia/-ngia/-ria/-tia/-whia/-ia/-na/-nga/-ina/-a -passive voice marker; 4. -hanga/-kanga/-manga/-ranga/-tanga/-anga/-nga -nominalizer.
The total number of Maori prefixes is 30; total number of affixes 34. Hence, the PAI of Maori is 30/34 that is about 0.88.
Hawaiian and Maori were used here as material for illustrations as they have very compact and easy estimated grammars and due to this case are very convenient material for experiments and illustrations.
It would be nice to demonstrate all details of the procedure for counting the PAI of all the languages mentioned below, but since the format of the current article does not allow for this, I have shown just some examples of the procedure.
PAI testing: from hypothesis toward theory
In this chapter the results of testing of the PAI hypothesis i.e.: there is a correlation between values of the PAI of genetically related languages will be examined.
In order to test PAI hypothesis I paid attention to some languages of well known and firmly established stocks i.e. those stocks which existence is undoubtful: Austronesian, Indo-European and Afroasiatic. one could probably say that Coptic has broken our hypothesis, but actually PAI just has shown us that group to which Coptic language belongs and the Semitic group diverged very long ago, probably by the Neolithic.
The values of PAI correlate well with the degree of language relation (Figure 1 ): when we see very close values it means the corresponding languages may be very closely related and then structural and material evidence should be shown alongside the PAI correlation.
If the PAI of certain languages differ seriously (as in the case of the Coptic and Semitic groups) then, if those languages are supposed to be related, very firm evidence to prove that fact should be shown; in the case of the Egyptian group and Semitic stock such structural evidence have been demonstrated.
Hence, in summary, the following can be stated: the PAI is something like a safety valve for comparative linguistics, i.e.: if its values do not differ more than fourfold then there are actually no obstacles for further research on genetic relationships; if the values differ fourfold or more then very serious evidence of a genetic relationship should be shown, otherwise there is a serious reason to think that the languages under consideration are not related genetically.
PAI of a group/stock
The PAI of a linguistic group or a stock can be calculated as an arithmetic mean and it is precise enough for rough estimates. really this procedure is slightly more complicated. First, a reconstruction of the language that was ancestor for that group/stock then should be estimated. Then, the degree of correlation of each language of group to the ancestor and then the PAI of each language of group should be taken into the arithmetical mean with a coefficient of correlation.
However, since this is very complicated and obviously would take much more time than just a simple estimation of the PAI it is possible to use just the arithmetic mean. Also if there is a lack of material, then even a comparison of the PAI of particular languages is not completely useless.
Applying PAI to some unsettled hypotheses
Since the PAI has been successfully tested and can be considered as a relevant method, it can be applied to some of the ideas mentioned in the introduction.
Ainu and Altaic
Does Ainu belong to he Altaic stock?
Having compared lexeis Patrie states that Ainu is related to Japanese and Korean and is a language of the Altaic stock (Patrie 1982) . The Altaic stock itself and whether Japanese and Korean are part of it is still not settled and even the relationship of Japanese and Korean The values of the PAI differ sixfold. Can languages having such seriously divergent PAI values be relatives?
In the case of Coptic and the Semitic group, the values of PAI differ fourfold and if there were no other firm structural evidence of the relationship of Coptic and the Semitic stock would be very problematic.
In the case of Ainu and Altaic, serious differences in PAI values is obviously proof of no relation. Moreover, it should be kept in mind that Japanese and Korean are actually marginal to Altaic and they have, probably, the highest PAI values of Altaic so if Ainu is compared with some "true" Altaic languages the difference is much more striking.
And also the fact there is almost no structural correlation between Ainu and Japanese and between Ainu and Korean corroborates the conclusion made with the use of the PAI. All attempts to establish a hypothetic Ainu -Altaic stock are nonsense and display ignorance of the fundamentals of linguistics.
Japanese and Korean
Meanwhile Japanese and Korean might be more closely related than was thought, since their PAI values completely coincide. And this fact well correlates with their structural correlations.
Ainu and hypothesis of Mudrak
Mudrak believes that such languages as Ainu, Nivkh, Chukchi-Koryak, Itelmen and Aleut are genetically related (Mudrak 2013) . In order to better understand the structure of this hypothetic stock I show a scheme (Figure 2) 
Ainu and Nivkh
According to Mudrak Ainu and Nivkh not only belong to this hypothetical stock but belong to same group inside the stock.
The PAI of Nivkh is 0.07 (after Gruzdeva 1997) . The PAI of Ainu is 0.75. Values differ more than tenfold. There are many differences in grammar between Ainu and nivkh.
The hypothesis regarding a relationship between Nivkh and Ainu is similar to hypothetical hypothesis of a common ancestor of Estonian and Latvian; such a hypothesis could be made by Nivkh or Ainu scholars (if Nivkh and/or Ainu had scholars and European languages were "exotic minority languages"). It should be noted that such hypotheses are completely naïve since they are based only on very perfunctory first sight impression of cultural similarities of Sakhalin Nivkh and Sakhalin Ainu.
Aleut and Ainu
The PAI of Aleut is zero (Golovko 1997: 115) and the same value of PAI is shown by any true relatives of Aleut, for instance the Siberian Eskimo language (Menovschikov 1997: 77) ; while the PAI of Ainu is 0.75. In (3) We have seen some well assembled groups and stocks and know how values of PAI should differ if languages really to form a stock. As far as current math, which was used to calculate and estimate the correlation of PAI values, does not allow division by zero so an imaginary value for the PAI of Aleut (for instance, 0.000001) must be ascribed in order to show the absurdity of attempts to join Ainu and Aleut in the same stock.
Chukchi-Koryak stock and Itelmen
Another point of Mudrak's hypothesis is that Itelmen is a quite close relative of the Chukchi-Koryak stock. Traditionally Itelmen is considered as a language of Chukchi-Koryak stock and Mudrak follows that traditional model.
The PAI of the Chukchi-Koryak stock average is about 0.32 (after Volodin Kerekskii yazyk; Volodin & Skorik 1997) .
The PAI of Itelmen is 0.12 (after Volodin 1976). It seems there are no serious objections against this stock. However, it is the point when PAI does not help since its values do not differ much.
I. S. Vdovin, d. S. Worth and A. S. Asinovski pointed to facts against the hypothesis that Itelmen is related to the Chukchi-Koryak stock and have proved that Itelmen is a completely separate stock (Volodin 1997a: 60) .
Ainu and Austronesian
Murayama believed Ainu might be a distant relative of Austronesian. despite the very naïve lexicostatistic approach the idea seems to be rather more realistic since the PAI of Ainu is 0.75 and Austronesian stock average PAI is about 0.7.
ALEXANdEr AKuLoV
Ainu and Austroasiatic
Vovin tried to show that Ainu is a distant relative of Mon-Khmer. As in the case of Murayama this idea is not completely off base since the PAI of Khmer is 0.66 (after Haiman 2011) which correlates well with that of Ainu.
Scheme below (Figure 3 
Conclusion
The PAI is something like a safety valve for comparative linguistics: if its values do not differ more than fourfold then there is absolutely no obstacles for further research about genetic relationship; if the values differ fourfold or more then absolutely separate, concrete proof of genetic relationships is need. If the values differ sevenfold -tenfold or even more then those languages most probably belong to completely different stocks. The Ainu language has definitely no relation to the Altaic stock or to the Nivkh and Eskimo-Aleut or Itelmen stocks as well; Korean and Japanese are much more closely related than previously suppsed; Nivkh could be a potential relative of Itelmen.
Also it should be noted that it would be better to give up the use of the term "Paleosiberian" since it does not aid in comprehension to and discovery but merely inspires megalocomparativists such as Mudrak to invent completely fantastic stocks with no connection with reality. It would be easier to use term "isolated languages and stocks of Siberia and East Asia" than to explain the true meaning of the term "Paleosiberian" each and every time. The term "Paleosiberian" looks much like the name of astock, it looks too intriguing but is too meaningless for non-specialists to properly understand.
Looking for Ainu relatives in the Southern direction could be a promising field of research (Figure 4) .
However, I specially note that such research in the field of linguistics should be correlated with data of other related sciences. "Any hypothesis about the relationship of certain languages should be correlated with corresponding contexts and with data of other related sciences: physical anthropology, population genetics, cultural anthropology and archaeology: if a certain date has been set as an approximate time of existence for Proto-Ainu then how can words of contemporary Ainu be found in preceding epochs? Also if a certain ethnic group is thought to have influenced the Ainu language then this group could hardly influence the terminology of rice cultivation" (Nonno 2015: 44) .
I also suppose that the PAI can be a helpful method in those areas where there are many isolated languages/stocks, for instance: in North America, in New Guinea, in Southeast Asia and in Africa.
